Suggestions from the Designer

The items in this book were designed with the hope and intention that they would serve as a guide and inspiration, in order that you might find new and more interesting ways in which to use the "WEAVE-IT". Unlike knitting and crocheting, you needn’t worry about size or gauge; each square comes out the same size every time. It takes less time and less yarn. This is something in which the whole family can participate; the very young and the very old can easily learn to wind and weave the squares. Men have practiced the art of weaving, down through the ages. So the male members may wish to help also. Why not discover the fun of working together with your family on a "WEAVE-IT" project?

Our NEW, Sensational "WEAVE-IT" Pattern Book!

"WEAVE - IT"
YEAR 'ROUND FASHIONS
The Newest Fashion Designs for the whole family -
Sweaters - Dresses - Suits - Ponchos - etc.

IMPORTED DANISH NEEDLEPOINT

6 Cute Animal Designs
6 Beautiful Floral Designs
More Than Enough Yarn To Complete Picture and Background

$2.98 per piece

$2.98 per piece
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General Directions

When making an afghan or garment, sew squares into strips whenever possible. Then sew strips tog following diagrams. Fill corners by making a stitch through the finishing off slip knots. Bury loose ends by weaving them back an inch or so on wrong side. Split all four-ply yarns before finishing ends. When using new or different color yarn for sewing squares together, weave in the loose ends left on the square and tie a slip knot before starting. 4" sq takes less than 7 yds of yarn, a Jr sq less than 2 yds.

To Block

Working with wrong side facing, press each section carefully through a damp cloth before assembling more than one section. Press all seams on wrong side through a damp cloth, taking care to keep square straight. For embroidered pieces, lay embroidered side on terry cloth before pressing as above.

To Cross-Stitch

Each cross-stitch should cover 2 strands of weaving in either direction, and all the stitches that are of the same color in a vertical row should be made, then they should be crossed, so that all top stitches slant in the same direction. See illustration. Where the blocks are sewed together the space required for the seam and one thread of the square is equal to a mesh for cross-stitching.

ABBREVIATIONS

sc – single crochet
dc – double crochet
tr c – treble crochet
ch – chain
yds – yards
bdc – half double crochet
tog – together

U – under
O – over
st – stitch
sk – skip
k – knit
p – purl
sq – square
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MATERIALS FOR HIS

1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero Jr. Weave-It
1 Hero Steel Crochet Hook Size 00
1 Hero Pom-Po-Nette Size Small (1 1/4")
1 Pair Hero Knitting Needles No. 4
10 oz. Knitting Worsted
6 Small Buttons

JACKET

Weave 24 large and 7 Jr. squares. Assemble Jacket and Collar as shown. Block pieces lightly. Fold in half at shoulders. Fold fronts on side fold (dotted lines). Sew each side tog from A to B and B to C. Turn corners D at neck front to wrong side, along dotted fold line (forming a curve as you work), and tack edges lightly into place.

Cuff: With right side facing and crochet hook, attach yarn at bottom edge of sleeve, and work 24 sc evenly along edge of sleeve. Ch 1, turn. Work a second row of 24 sc. Fasten off. Sew sleeve seams tog, from underarms C to crocheted cuffs (including cuffs).

Front, Neck, and Bottom Edging: Mark place for 5 buttonholes on left front for boys on right front for girls.

Row 1: With 3 sc in each corner, work 1 row sc down left front, across bottom edge, and up right front to right neck edge, placing sts to keep edges flat. Ch 1, turn.
Row 2: Work 1 row sc with 3 sc at each corner.
Row 3: (Buttonhole Row): Ch 1, turn. Work 1 row sc with 3 sc at each corner, forming buttonholes as marked, by ch 2, skip 2 sc (working 5 buttonholes in all). Ch 1, turn.
Row 4: Repeat Row 2. Fasten off.

Collar Edging: With right side facing, attach yarn at neck front D. Work 1 row sc with 3 sc at corners, down front edge, across lower edge, and up other front edge to D (see dotted line). Ch 1, turn and work another row of sc with 3 sc at corners. Fasten off. Sew on collar with front edges 1/2 inch in from front opening of jacket, and matching the center backs. Block seams lightly. Sew on buttons opposite buttonholes.

SOAKERS

Weave 12 large squares. Assemble as shown. Fold legs fold to wrong side along dotted lines, matching corners X and tack edges into place. Fold corners Y to wrong side along dotted fold lines and tack edges into place. Sew seams tog from X down to Y (see diagram). Block lightly.

Waistband: With right side facing and No. 4 needles, attach yarn. Pick up and knit 73 sts along top edge for waistband. Then work as follows:

Row 1: P 1, * K 1, P 1; repeat from * to end.
Row 2: K 1, * P 1, K 1; repeat from * to end. Repeat these 2 rows until 5 rows have been worked in all (about 1/2" from beg). End with Row 1.

Beading Row: K 1, * Y 0, K 2 tog; repeat from * to end. Now starting with Row 1, repeat Rows 1 and 2 until work measures 1/2 inch beyond beading row. Bind off loosely in rib pattern.

Finishing: Fold in half at side fold and sew other side seam tog from A to B, including ribbed waistband.

LEG EDGING: With right side facing, attach yarn at crotch seam Y. Work 37 sc around leg opening. Join with sl st in first sc, Ch 1, turn. Work another row of 37 sc around leg opening. Join and fasten off. Work other leg the same.

Twisted Cord: Cut 3 strands of yarn 2 yds. long. Having someone hold opposite end, twist strands in one direction very tightly, until cord starts to buckle. Fold twisted strand in half and twist in opposite direction not so tightly. Knot ends to prevent unraveling, and trim ends evenly to form small tassels. Thread cord through beading row and tie into bow at center front.

HELMET

Weave 6 large and 6 Jr. squares. Assemble as shown. Pin corners A to wrong side along dotted fold lines, shaping a curve as you work and tack edges into place. Fold side piece in half at center back and sew tog at center front. Pin front edge to wrong side along dotted fold lines, tapering from nothing at corners E to 3/4 inch at seam D, and shaping slight inward curve as you work. Tack edges into place.

Top Piece: Fold each corner to wrong side along dotted fold lines and tack in place, shaping slight curves as shown. Edging: With right side facing, work 1 row sc around entire top piece. Join and fasten off. Block pieces lightly. Fit top piece to top edge of side piece, matching C and B markings, easing side piece as necessary, to fit. Make a pom-pom, according to directions on Pom-Po-Nette package, and fasten securely in middle of top piece, as shown on diagram.

Crocheted Edging and Strap: With right side facing, attach yarn at X marking on lower edge. Row 1: Work 1 row sc around entire lower edge (sides and fronts and neck back). Join with sl st in first sc, then sl st across next 2 sc.
Do not turn, but ch 29 to measure about 5 1/2 inches for strap and turn. Work 1 sc in 2nd ch from hook and 1 sc in next ch, then shape buttonhole by ch 2, skip 2 sc on ch and sc into each st of ch to end. Do not turn, but continue with a second row around entire bottom edge by 1 sc in each sc to finish back at X. Join and fasten off. Sew on button opposite strap (see diagram), adjusting to fit.

KNEE SOCKS (Make 2 alike)

Weave 3 large and 1 Jr. square for each sock. Assemble leg piece as shown. Block pieces lightly. Turn corners X and Y of Foot Piece to wrong side along dotted fold lines and tack edges into place (shaping slight curve as you work). Do the same at corners Y of Toe Piece. Sew Leg Piece and Toe Piece tog, matching Z and X markings and easing as necessary. Fold Leg Piece in half at center back and sew center front tog. Fit Toe Piece into place (wrong sides facing) and baste into place, easing as necessary, matching Z and Y markings. Working from right side, crochet tog as basted with 1 row sc from Z down to Y and up other side to finish back at Z. Fasten off. Make a pom-pon for each sock and fasten securely at Z as pictured. Note: If you wish to use these socks with shoes, omit the pom-pon and sew the Toe Piece into place, rather than crocheting the pieces tog. Top Edging: With right side facing, attach yarn at center back of top edge. Row 1: Work 1 row of 24 sc around entire top edge. Join with sl st and turn. Row 2: Work 1 sc in each sc. Fasten off. Repeat Top Edging on the other sock.
His or Hers Twin Outfits

(HERS)

MATERIALS FOR HERs

1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero Jr. Weave-It
1 Hero Steel Crochet Hook Size 00
1 Hero Pom-Po-Nette Size Small (1 1/4")
1 Pair Hero Knitting Needles No. 4
10 oz. Knitting Worsted
2 Small Buttons
5 Small Snaps

BLOUSE

Weave 12 large and 4 Jr. squares. Assemble as shown. Block lightly. Turn neck front to wrong side along dotted neck fold line, and tack edges lightly into place.

Cuff: With right side facing, attach yarn at sleeve edge. Row 1: Work 1 row of 25 sc along sleeve edge. Ch 1, turn. Row 2: 1 sc in each sc. Fasten off. Repeat for other cuff. Fold in half at shoulders, and fold along side fold lines. Sew tog from A to B, and B to C each side. Block seams lightly.

CROCHETED EDGING: With right side facing, attach yarn at left shoulder seam. Row 1: Placing sts to keep edges flat, work 1 row sc around neck, down right back, across bottom edge, and up left back to finish at left shoulder seam, working 3 sc at each corner. Join with sl st. Ch 1, turn. Row 2: Work 1 sc in each sc, with 3 sc at each corner. Join and fasten off. Sew on snaps, to close back opening, as shown on diagram.

SKIRT

Weave 14 large squares. Assemble as shown. Work Waistband and Twisted Cord, as given for Soakers. Fold in half at center front, and sew center back tog, including ribbed waistband. Turn 1/2 inch hem along bottom edge to wrong side, and tack edge into place. Note: If longer length is desired, do not turn up hem, but work as many rows of sc as you need (joining with sl st, ch 1, and turn-between each row), for desired length. Block lightly. Thread Twisted Cord into heading row and tie into a bow at center front, as for soakers.

BONNET

Weave 10 large and 4 Jr. squares. Assemble as shown. Turn corners C, B, and D to wrong side along dotted fold lines, and tack edges lightly into place. Fold front cuff in half to wrong side, along dotted fold line, and tack all edges into place. Block lightly.

EDGING FOR FRONT CUFF: Starting at right front corner, attach yarn at front fold line. Row 1: Work 1 row of sc across front fold line to other corner, placing sts to keep work flat. Ch 1, turn. Row 2: 1 sc in each sc. Fasten off. Now fold cuff back in half again over Bonnet to outside (there will be 4 thicknesses), and pin tog at side edges.

CROCHET BACK TOGETHER: Bring tog and pin side piece and back piece at each side of Bonnet (see arrows on diagram), easing as necessary. Working from right side, attach yarn at B (see diagram). Row 1: Working through both thicknesses, single crochet pieces tog up from B to A; then fold along seam from A to A and sc across this seam through both thicknesses. Continue from A down to B to sc pieces tog. Note: There should be about 65 sc evenly placed. Ch 1, turn. Row 2: 1 sc in each sc. Fasten off. Pin this crochet toward center back of Bonnet at each B marking.

BOTTOM EDGING: With right side facing, attach yarn at left fold edge on bottom front of Bonnet. Row 1: Work 1 row of 43 sc evenly around bottom of Bonnet, to finish at right fold edge (working through the 4 thicknesses of cuff at beg and end of row). Ch 1, turn. Row 2: 1 sc in each sc. Fasten off. Make 4 pom-poms and fasten 2 at each front edge as pictured.

TIES: Following directions for Twisted Cord (see Soaker), cut 3 strands yarn 1 yard long for each side. Following directions, twist cords and fasten 1 to each front edge, as pictured.

SHOES (MAKE 2 ALIKE)

Weave 1 large and 2 Jr. squares for each shoe. Fold heel piece in half along dotted fold line. Fit and sew to foot piece, to shape heel (see arrows on diagram). Turn corners C on foot piece and toe piece to wrong side, and tack edges lightly into place. Block pieces. Pin toe piece into place from side B to toe A and back to side B, easing as necessary. Sew tog as pinned.

TOP EDGING: With right side facing, attach yarn on fold line, at center back of heel piece. Row 1: Work 1 row of 25 sc evenly around entire top edge, to finish back at center back of heel piece (this amount of sts should draw in shoe to shape). Join with sl st. Ch 1, turn. Row 2: 1 sc in each sc. Join and fasten off.

STRAP (MAKE 2 ALIKE): Ch 34 to measure about 6 1/2 inches. Work 1 sc in 2nd ch from hook, then form buttonhole by ch 2, skip 2 sts on ch, and continue sc in each ch to end. Fasten off. Sew on strap (the opposite end from buttonhole) for about 2 1/4" along heel piece fold.
line at back of foot, making sure you make a right and left foot, and leaving remainder of strap free to go around ankle. Sew on buttons after adjusting fit of strap. Make a pom-pom for each shoe, and fasten securely to each toe piece, as pictured.

Designer's Note: Skirt, Shoes, and Bonnet are for girl only. Helmet and Soakers are for boy only. Note: Many mothers use Soakers for girls also. Jacket, Shirt, and Knee Socks are for boy or girl, according to choice.
His or Hers Tweed Outfit
SIZE 6 MONTHS TO 1 YEAR OLD
HEIGHT OF INFANT 22 TO 25 INCHES

MATERIALS
1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero Jr. Weave-It
1 pair Hero Knitting Needles No. 4
1 Hero 16" Circular Needle No. 4
6 oz. Sport Yarn Main Color (MC)
4 oz. Sport Yarn Contrast Color (CC)
3 Small Buttons (to match MC)
1 Hero Pom-Po-Nette Size Small (1 1/4")
1 Hero Steel Crochet Hook Size 00

SLIP-ON

Holding 1 strand each of MC and CC tog, weave 15 large and 4 Jr. tweed squares. Assemble as shown. Turn front of neck to wrong side along dotted fold line and tack edges lightly into place. Block lightly.

Bottom Back Ribbing: With No. 4 needles and right side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands MC held tog. Pick up and knit 46 sts along bottom edge of Back. Work K 1, P 1 ribbing for 1 1/2 inches, or desired length to bottom edge. Bind off loosely in rib pattern.

Bottom Front Ribbing: Work exactly as for Bottom Back Ribbing.

Cuff: With No. 4 needles and right side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands MC held tog. Pick up and knit 26 sts along edge of sleeve. Work K 1, P 1 ribbing for 1 1/4 inches, or desired length to wrist. Bind off loosely in rib pattern. Work other cuff the same.

Collar: With No. 4 circular needle and right side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands MC held tog. Pick up and knit 55 sts around neck edge (starting and ending at back opening). Work back and forth. Do not join. Now work as follows:
Row 1: K 1, * P 1, K 1; repeat from * to end.
Row 2: P 1, * K 1, P 1; repeat from * to end. Repeat above 2 rows until collar measures 1 1/2 inches from beg. Bind off loosely in rib pattern. Fold collar to outside, so that it extends over the sweater about 1/2 inch. Tack edges tog at each side of back opening from the fold to bound-off edges of collar, working through double thicknesses.

Back Opening: With right side facing and using 2 strands MC held tog, attach yarn at fold of collar and work 1 row of sc around entire opening (work through double thickness at collar edges and place sts to keep work flat), forming buttonholes (see diagram) by ch 4 for buttonhole. Then skip forward 1/4 inch and continue with sc row. Sew on buttons opposite buttonholes. Note: Place first buttonhole about 1/4 inch from fold edge of collar, and the other 2 spaced about 1 1/4 inches apart below.

Finishing: Fold sweater in half at shoulders (right sides facing) and sew each side and sleeve tog in one continuous seam, including ribbing at bottom and cuffs. Block seams lightly.

HAT

Holding 1 strand each of MC and CC tog, weave 5 large and 10 Jr. tweed squares. Assemble as shown.

Bottom Cuff: With No. 4 needles and WRONG side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands MC held tog. Pick up and knit 76 sts along bottom edge. Work K 1, P 1 ribbing for 1 1/2 inches. Bind off loosely in rib pattern. Fold in half at center front. Sew tog at center back, including ribbing. Turn ribbing at bottom to outside over hat, to form cuff. Block lightly.

Finishing: Gather top edge of hat tightly and fasten securely. Make pom-pom with MC (according to directions given with Pom-Po-Nette) and fasten securely to top of hat, hiding gathered top.

SHORTS

Holding 1 strand each of MC and CC tog, weave 12 large and 1 Jr. tweed squares. Assemble as shown.

Waistband: With No. 4 needles and right side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands MC held tog. Pick up and knit 73 sts along top edge. Then work as follows:
Row 1: P 1, * K 1, P 1; repeat from * to end.
Row 2: K 1, * P 1, K 1; repeat from * to end. Repeat above 2 rows until 5 rows in all have been worked. End with Row 1. Ribbing should measure about 1/2 inch. Beading Row: K 1, * Y O, K 2 tog; repeat from * to end. Now starting with Row 1, work Rows 1 and 2 for 1 1/2 inch more, beyond the beading row. Bind off loosely in rib pattern. Block lightly.

Finishing: Fold along side fold lines and sew tog at center back from A to X, including ribbing, and each side below crotch opening from Y to Z. Leave X to Y open, both back and front, to insert crotch. Fold crotch in half along dotted fold-line and sew into place, matching X and Y markings both back and front. Fold 1/2 inch hem to wrong side around bottom of each leg and tack edges into place. Block hem & seams lightly.

Twisted Cord: Cut 6 strands of MC 2 yards long. Holding strands tog, and having someone hold opposite end, twist in one direction very tightly, until cord starts to buckle. Fold twisted strand in half, and twist in OPPOSITE direction, but not so tightly. Knot ends to prevent unraveling; and trim ends evenly to form a small tassel.
Thread cord through beading row of waistband, and tie into a bow at center front.

**Ski Pants**

Ski Pants are made exactly the same as shorts, except weave an additional 6 large tweed squares. **Instead** of turning up 1/2 inch hem, sew 3 of these squares to bottom of each leg, matching Z markings.

Cuff: With No. 4 needles and right side facing, attach yarn, using 2 strands_MC held tog. Pick up and knit 34 sts along bottom edge of leg. Work K 1, P 1 ribbing for 1 1/2 inches, or desired length to ankle. Work other Cuff the same. Finish exactly as for Shorts. except sew tog from Y down to B, including ribbed Cuff, instead of Y to Z as given for Shorts.
MATERIALS

1 Hero 4" Weave-R"n
8-1 oz. Balls Baby Blue Germantown Wool
2-1 oz. Balls White Germantown Wool
1 Hero Crochet Hook Size 2

First, weave 99 squares of blue and sew together in strips and then join the strips together, making the afghan 9 squares wide and 11 squares long. Next, cross-stitch the rooster designs, lower right corner beginning in second square from lower end and the second from the side of the afghan. Repeat for left corner. Top right corner repeat same design beginning third square from top side and second from right side. Repeat for top left corner. Cross-stitch center design as shown in upper fourth row from lower edge and fourth row from left and right sides. Repeat design from top edge beginning center design in fifth row and fourth row from sides.

Edge, join the white yarn in one corner and dc in each loop all the way around edge of afghan, making 2 dc in same space on all corners (each side). Next row-fasten with sc in one corner,

Sk a st (edge of dc) * 1 dc, 2 tr in 3rd st, 2 tr and 1 dc in 4th st, sc in 5th st. This completes the shell st, Sk a st. Repeat from * around afghan. Fasten off.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth.
Sailor Coat and Cap

SIZE 2

MATERIALS

1 Hero 4” Weave-It
1 Hero 2” Weave-It
8 oz. Balls Navy Blue Germantown
1 Small Skein White Germantown
1 Small Skein Red Germantown
8 Brass Buttons

Weave 78 regular squares and 23 Junior Squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold A and B over to point X, making a box pleat of lower squares. Sew onto upper part of back. Sew fronts to back with a sloping seam, beginning one inch down on the armhole and ending at beginning of second square. Sew up side seams, shaping underarm seams as indicated by dotted lines. St top of sleeve as shown by dotted lines. St again close to seam to insure against raveling. Trim off edges. Sew sides of sleeve up and fit into coat. Sew cuffs onto sleeves and turn back half Junior square. Sew collar on, leaving 1/2 of square on each edge for lapels. Sew three squares together for belt. Turn back edges as shown by dotted lines and fold squares in half. Sew on two buttons as shown. Sew belt onto back between second and third squares from top. Sew buttons on front and at back of each sleeve. Crochet loops for fastening. Assemble squares for cap. Stitch as indicated by dark line and again 1/4” from last stitching. Cut away edges. Gather some fullness around top of cap and sew onto band. Fold back as shown by dotted lines and whip down. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth, cross-stitch anchor on left sleeve and sail boat cap as shown by pattern.

COLOR CHART AND CROSS STITCH FOR ANCHOR AND SAIL BOAT

/ Bright Red = 1 small skein of Germantown
/ White = 1 small skein of Germantown

Each square □ counts 2 rows of yarn in Weave-It square

WORKING DIAGRAM FOR SAIL BOAT
MATERIALS

1 Hero 2" Weave-It
2-1 oz. Balls Pink Baby Wool
1 Hero Crochet Hook Size 3
7 Yds. of 1/4" Pink Baby Ribbon

Weave 113 Junior squares. Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back with sloping seams (as indicated by dotted lines). Sew up underarms seams X to X. Shape sleeves by stitching through the dark lines. Cut away surplus. Sew up under arm of sleeve. Sew sleeves in sweater (whipping in) from right side. Fold back fronts as shown by dotted lines and whip down on wrong side. Then stitch around the neck as indicated by dotted lines. Cut away surplus. Fold back a small hem and whip down.

SC around the neck down fronts and bottom of sweater. Then crochet the following edge: Begin at one corner and fasten yarn * Ch 2, 1 SC in next stitch of (crochet) Ch 2, sk a st, 1 tr in next st, Ch 4, catchback in 3rd st for picot, Ch 1, 1 tr in same space, sk a st. Repeat from * around. Repeat for bottom of sleeves. Lace ribbon (through spaces in crochet) around neck and sleeves and finish with a bow.

CAP

Sew the front to the back as indicated by arrows and dotted lines. SC in each loop across the front and around the bottom SC once in each scallop for shape. Then, crochet same edge as in sacque. Press lightly on wrong side with damp cloth and warm iron. Make rosettes for cap.
Snow Suit and Bonnet

MATERIALS

1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero 2" Weave-R
1 Pr. Hero Knitting Needles No. 4
1 Hero crochet Hook Size 2
7 oz. Germantown
1 Yd. Ribbon
1 8" Zipper or Buttons and Buttonhole Tape
Hero Pom-Po-Nette 1 1/4"

Weave 41 regular squares and 22 junior squares. Assemble suit in 2 parts, as shown in diagram. Stitch sleeves on machine several times, as indicated by heavy lines and sew on to body at points indicated by arrows. Pick up 32 st at bottom of each sleeve K 2 - P 2 for 2" for cuff. Sew 8" Zipper or buttons and buttonhole tape down front. Crochet beading around neck by making a dc in 1st loop at C, Ch2 dc in next 2 loops ch 2, dc next 2 loops, continue this to E. Run ribbon or a crochet chain through beading. Assemble pants. Match points D and sew down to A-B. Sew in extra square to fold diagonal to form crotch. Match G and G and sew to H, and sew in other half of extra square. Sew from F to AB and F to H. Pick up 48 st at bottom of leg K2 - P2 for 2". Match points D on pants and D on top (bottom of front open) and sew pants on to top. The square will not match in back. This may be covered by a belt made of 10 junior squares or a crochet belt.

BONNET

Assemble as shown in diagram, match point B and sew up to A. Pick up 48 st, around face of bonnet, K2 - P2 for 1". Pick up 58 st around neck K2 - P2 for 1". Make small bow out of ribbon and sew on to peak. Sew on ribbon ties.

This PDF file was provided by www.eloomanation.com for personal use only. Its sale is prohibited and illegal.
Three Piece Set

MATERIALS
1 Hero 4” Weave-It
1 Hero 2” Weave-It
1 Hero Crochet Hook No. 7
3 oz. Shetland Floss
2 Yds. Ribbon
Weave 22 regular squares in “Eight Single Rib” design and 56 junior squares in plain weave.

JACKET
Assemble as shown in diagram. Gather fronts and back on to yolk. Fold back junior squares at neck, as indicated by dotted lines, and tack, on inside of jacket. Starting at point A at neck, make 1 dc, ch 2, 1 dc around neck to form beading for ribbon. Sew in sleeves, starting at points indicated by arrows. Press with damp cloth and run ribbons through beading at neck.

BONNET
Assemble as shown in diagram, matching B to B and sewing into C and points D to D and sewing into E. Gather the 10 junior squares by running a piece of yarn through the center and gathering until it is the right size to fit around the face of the bonnet. Sew on, with yarn, to bonnet. Sew on ribbon for ties.

BOOTIES
Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold the top X to X and Y to Y and sew X to Y. Fold the sole A to A and sew A to B. To form heel tuck in corner at B and fold the B point up on inside to A and tack. Sew the top to foot at heel C to A and along the sides for 1 1/2 sqs. Now sew in the extra sq. across the top of the foot gathering the sides and front of foot around 3 sides of the extra sq. The middle of the 4th side should join the top at Y and be sewed to the top. It is advisable to press the top and sole before assembling. Weave in ribbon at seam between top and foot and tie bow in front.

EIGHT SINGLE RIB PATTERN
1R – weave this row plain
2R – U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1;
   U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3
3R – W1; O3; W1; O3; W1; O3; W1; O3;
   W1; O3; W1; O3; W1; O3; W3
4R – same as row 2
5R – same as row 3
6R – same as row 2
7R – same as row 3
8R – same as row 2
9R – same as row 3
10R – same as row 2
11R – same as row 3
12R – same as row 2
13R – same as row 3
14R – same as row 2
15R – same as row 3
16R – weave this row plain

This PDF file was provided by www.eLoomaNation.com for personal use only. Its sale is prohibited and illegal.
Wrap-A-Bye Baby Afghan

MATERIALS
1 Hero 4” Weave-It
10 1 oz. balls or 4-2 oz. skeins of Baby Blue
4-fold Germantown wool.
2 1 oz. balls of White 4 - fold Germantown wool.
1 Hero crochet hook size 2 or 3

First weave 99 blue squares, sew together in strips of 11 in a row, making 9 strips wide. With white yarn work cross-stitch design following diagram.

Edge: Join white in one corner, ch 7, catch back in 3rd st from hook for picot, ch 1, 1 d c in same st with the ch 7, * ch 2, 1 sc in next scallop of square, ch 2, 1 dc in next scallop, ch 4, catch back in 3rd st for picot, ch 1, 1 dc in same scallop. Repeat from * around. Fasten off neatly.

Press afghan on wrong side, with warm iron and damp cloth.

Dots on small diagram mark the position for each cross-stitch design.
MATERIALS

1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero 2" Weave-It
3 1 oz. skeins Angora in white
2 yds. ribbon
1 Hero crochet hook size 2 and 4 for afghan edge
2 2 oz. skeins white Germantown
4 2 oz. skeins yellow Germantown

AFGHAN: Weave 63 4" squares in yellow and
160 Jr. squares in yellow - 160 Jr. squares in
white in Fancy Weave. Sew afghan together
as shown in diagram. Start at one corner and
sew either across or up and down, but do each
row separately. Then join the rows.

Edge: Fasten the white yarn in one corner with
a slip stitch. Make a picot in this stitch by chain
4, and fasten with a slip stitch * 3 single crochet
between each next 3 loops, picot. Repeat around
from *.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and
warm iron.

JACKET: Weave 244" squares and 37 Jr. squares
in fancy weave. Assemble as shown in
diagram. Gather fronts and back on to yoke.
Fold back Jr. Squares at neck as indicated
by dotted lines, and tack on inside of jacket.
Starting at point A at neck, make 1 double
crochet, chain 2, 1 double crochet around next,
to form beading for ribbon tie. Sew cuffs on
to sleeves. (Gather end of sleeve before sewing
cuff on.) Sew in sleeves starting at points indi-
cated by check marks. Press with damp cloth
and run ribbon through beading.

BONNET: Assemble as shown in diagram, matching
B to B and sewing C to points D and D and sewing
into E. Gather the 15 Jr. squares by running
a piece of yarn through the center and gathering
until it is the right size to fit around the face
of the bonnet. Single crochet in each loop across
the front of bonnet and single crochet in middle
of scallop (1 stitch) across bottom edge to
make it fit head. Repeat for 3 rows all the way
around. Sew on ruffle across front. Sew on
ribbon for ties.

JR. FANCY WEAVE-IT SQUARES

1 row weave plain
2 row U3; O1; U3; O3; O1; O3; U3;
3 row W2; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W2;
4 row Same as 2
5 row Same as 3
6 row Same as 2
7 row Same as 3
8 row weave plain

REG. FANCY WEAVE-IT SQUARES

1 row weave plain
2 row U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; O3; O1; U3;
O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3;
3 row W2; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1;
U3; O1; U3;
4 row Same as 2
5 row Same as 3
6 row Same as 2
7 row Same as 3
8 row Same as 2
9 row Same as 3
10 row Same as 2
11 row Same as 2
12 row Same as 2
13 row Same as 3
14 row Same as 2
15 row Same as 3
16 row weave plain
Bunny and Kitty Blanket with Baby Mine Sweater Set
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MATERIALS
1 Hero 4" Weave-It
1 Hero 2" Weave-It
4 2 oz. skeins white Germantown
4 2 oz. skeins pale yellow Angora
1 Hero crochet hook, size 2
3 yds. ribbon

BLANKET - Germantown Yarn.
First weave 99 squares of white, and sew together, having the rope 9 squares wide and 11 squares long. Cross-stitch the bunny and kitty as shown in diagram with yellow Angora, the and the ball of yarn in baby blue and the bow tie around the neck in blue - the o.

Edge: Fasten the yellow Angora in 1 corner, chain 2, *1 double crochet, in next scallop chain 4, 1 double crochet back in top of last double crochet (like picot) another double crochet in same loop as 1st double crochet, chain 2 and fasten in next scallop (middle of each loop) chain 2 and *all way around afghan. Fasten off. Press well on wrong side with hot iron and damp cloth.


SWEATER: Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Sew fronts to back by x marks, leaving 1 square open in back and 2 Jr. squares in front. Sew in a Jr. square under each arm diagonally. Sew up underarm seams to v. Sew in sleeves v to v. Sew up under arm to, seams. Fold back through dark line to shape the neck. Whip the surplus down on wrong side. Sew collar on. The 5 squares shape into the collar. Crochet around edge of sweater, collar and sleeves same as around blanket. Tie in front with ribbon and run ribbon through crochet around sleeves, draw up to fit and tie.

CAP: Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold back the turn back in front through dotted lines. The extra square is the back of cap. Fold back through dark line and tack down underneath. Sew the sq. into cap diagonally. Crochet edge as blanket across front. Around bottom edge single crochet in each scallop (just once) to gather into shape all way around bottom back and forth for 4 rows. Then crochet same edge as top of cap. Make small rosettes, sew on.

BOOTIES: Assemble as shown in diagram, using 3 squares to each bootie. Sew the two squares as one. Whip all the way around. Then take the other square and fold into triangle and whip the edges together. Sew x to x as marked (the triangle and two sqs. sewed together as one). Then the toe folds up and sews into the remaining part (a little triangle). Crochet the same edge around the top of bootie and run ribbon through the crochet for the tie.
Zig-Zag Jacket
SIZE 2 to 3 YEARS

MATERIALS
1 Hero 4” Weave-It
4-1 oz. Balls White Germantown Wool
1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet
4 Buttons

Weave 41 squares in Zig-Zag Pattern
Assemble as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back (indicated by dotted lines), and press open the seams. Sew up underarm seams, shaping as shown by dotted lines. Cut away edges. Make sleeves. Stitch through top for shape. Cut away edges. Sew 2 squares together for sleeve under arm. Machine stitch through the center of these as shown by heavy line several times and about 1/4” between rows of stitches. Cut between the stitches using 1/2 for each sleeve and shape to sleeve as shown (dotted lines). Sew on cuff. Turn back half square. Sew up under arm seam. Sew sleeves in jacket. Sew on collar X to X. Fold back as shown by lines in fronts for lapels. Sew on 4 buttons as shown. Crochet 2 loops. Sew on left front for fastening. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth with warm iron.
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1R - weave this row plain
2R - W2; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; W2
3R - W4; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; W4
4R - W6; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W6
5R - W8; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W8
6R - W10; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; W10
7R - W12; U3; O1; U3; W12
8R - W14; U3; W14
9R - U3; W25; U3
10R - W2; U3; W21; U3; W2
11R - U3; O1; U3; W17; U3; O1; U3
12R - W2; U3; O1; U3; W13; U3; O1; U3; W2
13R - U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W9; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3
14R - W2; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W5; U3; O1; O3; U3; W2
15R - U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; O1; O3; U3; O1; O3; U3; O1; U3; O1; O3; U3; O1; U3
16R - weave this row plain
Pink Booties

MATERIALS

1 Hero 2” Weave-It
1 - 1 oz. Ball Pink Pompadour
1 Yd. Pink Ribbon
1 Hero Crochet Hook Size 2

Weave 24 Junior squares, 12 for each bootie. Assemble and sew together as shown by diagram. Place the 4 squares over the three squares as shown by dotted lines. Sew sides 1 to sole as indicated by arrow, this forms the heel and sides of bootie. Sew sides 2 to sole as indicated by arrow (forming the toe). Sew tongue to toe as shown by arrows, sew up sides leaving the top square open. Single crochet around edge of booties. Lace ribbon (1” from edge) around booties and tie in front.

Blue Booties

MATERIALS

1 Hero 4” Weave-It
1-1 oz. Ball Blue Pompadour
1 Yd. Baby Blue Ribbon

Weave 6 squares (3 for each bootie). Sew together as shown by diagram X and X, sew together making 1 square double. The other folds and makes a triangle (indicated by dotted line). Then, sew sides 1 together, repeat for sides 2; this forms the heel. Sew 4 to 3 and then the other 3; this forms the toe.

Finish by lacing the ribbon around booties (1/2 inch from edge) and tie with a bow in front.

(30)
Do it
The Quick Way, The Easy Way,
The WEAVE-IT Way

With a WEAVE-IT Hand Loom you’re an expert in an instant. Anyone can learn to WEAVE-IT squares of yarn in a jiffy and it’s easy as pie to sew them together into beautiful afghans, baby clothes, blankets, sweaters, table runners — almost anything made of yarn.

All WEAVE-ITS have a special patented grouping of pins that make it fascinating fun to WEAVE-IT dozens of squares a day. Garments and accessories appear as if by magic. WEAVE-IT garments fit better and last longer because they can be adjusted to length, width and fit simply by adding squares.

Start today to build up your wardrobe and brighten your home the WEAVE-IT way.

WEAVE-ITS

No. 1000 WEAVE-IT (4” Square) Price $2.00
This Regular Weave-It is the most popular of all models because it can be used to make afghans, dresses, coats, sweaters — anything made of yarn. It has a plastic frame and nickel plated steel pins.

No. 1050 WEAVE-IT (2” Square) Price $1.00
This Junior Weave-It is used to make small garments and accessories or to weave tiny squares to improve the fit or simplify the assembly of things made with 4” squares. Plastic frame — nickel plated pins.

NEW
"POM-PO-NETTE"

DE LUXE WEAVE-IT SET Price $3.25
The De Luxe Weave-It Set with its shiny plastic frame, nickel plated pins and handsome lucite container is for those who like the best. The set contains both popular size Weave-Its and a Weave-It Weaves Booklet.

Replacement Needles
Special 8 in. Needle No. 1050 Needles 3½ in. Price 25¢
No. 1000 Needles 6 in.

ALL PACKAGES COMPLETE WITH EASY-TO-FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AND WEAVING NEEDLE

WONDERFUL WORLD OF WEAVE-IT (Book No. 15)
Contains illustrations and directions for making beautiful baby blankets, afghans, carriage robes, baby clothes, pillows, scarf, etc.

WEAVE-IT AFGHANS
(Book No. 4)
Many of the gorgeous afghans in this outstanding book are illustrated in full color.

HOME SWEET HOME WITH "WEAVE-IT" (Book No. 21)
Directions for making samplers, pillows, lunch mats, chair seat covers, etc. 21 beautiful new patterns to make.

YEAR AROUND FASHIONS
(Book No. 25)
Directions and illustrations for making the newest fashion designs - sweaters, dresses, suits, ponchos, etc.

"WEAVE-IT" FASHION PARADE FOR DOLLS
(Book No. 20)
A most unique wardrobe for dolls in fashionable styling. Everybody - even a child can make them.

"WEAVE-IT" MAGIC SQUARES
(Book No. 2)
Contains directions for making many different weaves in the individual squares.